### Distribution of Motifs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motif</th>
<th>Waverley</th>
<th>The Antiquary</th>
<th>The Pirate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B. Mythical Animals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Magic</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. The Dead</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Marvels</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Ogres</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Tests</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. The Wise &amp; the Foolish</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K. Deceptions</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Reversal of Fortune</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Ordaining the Future</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. Chance &amp; Fate</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. Society</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q. Rewards &amp; Punishments</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Captives &amp; Fugitives</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Unnatural Cruelty</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T. Sex</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V. Religion</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Traits of Character</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X. Humour</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z. Symbolism</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Alphabetical Categorization of Motifs According to Boberg's Motif-Index

Waverley

D. Magic.

D1300-1599. Function of Magic Objects.

D1500.1.19 Magic Healing Salve.
Prepared by the ancient Highlander. W.223

D1500.1.23. Magic Healing Charm.
Recited by the herbalist while collecting herbs for the salve. W.223


D1791. Magic Power by Circumambulation.
An important part of Edward's cure. W.222

D1812.0.2.1. Foreknowledge of Guests.
Duncan with the Cap. W.155

Malcolm taishatr. W.155
Aged Highlander foresees death of Colonel Gardiner. W.424

E. The Dead.

E400-599. Ghosts and Revenants - Miscellaneous.

E421. Spectral Ghosts.
Fergus is visited by the Bodach Glas. W.524
On the eve of his execution, Fergus is again visited by the spectre. W.621

F. Marvels.

F500-599. Remarkable Persons.

F560. Unusual Manner of Life.
Donald Bean Lean and his Followers. W.136-137, W.152, W.153.
Manner of life of an ancient highlander. W.226

F. MARVELS.

F700-899. EXTRAORDINARY PLACES AND THINGS.

F771.5.1. Castle/House Guarded by Animals.
Tully-Veolan. W.65

3F716. Extraordinary Fountain.
Bear fountain at Tully-Veolan. W.65
Bear fountain dispenses brandy punch. W.664

F821. Extraordinary Dress.
Davie Gellatley's attire. W.70
Edward finds Evan Dhu's Highland dress extraordinary. W.140-141
Ancient Highland garb. W.222
Extraordinary dress and deportment of the Covenanter, Gilfillen. W.328-29

F842. Extraordinary Bridge.
Bridge of pine-trees. W.202

F866. Extraordinary Cup.
The Bear of Bradwardine. W.84-85, W.654

F883. Extraordinary Writings.
Mr. Pembroke's writings which proved so troublesome to Edward. W.50-51
Edward receives extraordinary letters from home. W.233-235
Edward receives a most unexpected letter from Colonel Gardiner. W.236-237
Edward receives a letter from Rose with extraordinary news about himself. W.264
At last Edward reads the surprising letter from Houghton. W.461-462
Flora's poem on Wogan. W.279-281

F900-1099. EXTRAORDINARY OCCURRENCES.

Fergus's rage when his ambitions are thwarted by the Prince. W.476
Duncan Macwheeble's joy on learning that Rose is to become Lady Waverley. W. 591-592

Marked physical change in Fergus after the Highlanders retreat. W.551-552

Pitiful change in Flora after Fergus is imprisoned. W.613

**F1041.2.** Man Turns Pale from Emotion.
Edward turns pale when rejected by Flora. W.396-397

**F1041.21.7.** Swooning from Excessive Grief.
Flora collapses at the thought of Fergus's death. W.615-16

**G.** Ogres.

**GG200-399.** Witches.

G200. Witch.
Janet Gellatley suspected of being a witch. W.114

**G303.3.1.** The Devil in Human Form.
Devil as a black man. W.115

**H.** Tests.

**H0-199.** Identity Tests: Recognition.

**H41.** Recognition of Royalty by Personal Characteristics.
Appearance and manner of Prince Charles Stewart. W.368

**H79.3.** Recognition by Voice.
Edward realises that Davie Gellitley is singing beneath his window. W.261
Edward recognizes Davie's voice in the ruins of Tully-Veolan. W.567-568
Edward's voice is recognized by the dying Houghton. W.416

**H80.** Identification by Tokens.
Donald Bean's use of Edward's seal. W.464-465
H530-899. RIDDLES.

H595. Enigmatic Welcome of Host.
Donald Bean's peculiar welcome to Edward. W.156
Colonel Talbot's welcome to Edward. W.548

H599.2. Other Enigmatic Statements.
The old Highlander's mysterious reply to Edward. W.227-228

H599.2. Enigmatic Statement of Sham Madman.
Implications of Davie Gellatley's song. W.117

H1550-1569. TESTS OF CHARACTER.

H1561. Tests of Valour.
Edward contemplates duel with Balmawhapple. W.95-96
The Baron defends his right to fight with Balmawhapple. W.118
Fergus dissuades Edward from seeking a meeting with his colonel. W.240
A duel between Fergus and Edward seems imminent. W.513

H1561.3. Test of Valour: Not Flinching under a Blow.
Callum Beg does not flinch under Fergus's blow. W.512

J. THE WISE AND THE FOOLISH.

J0-199. ACQUISITION AND POSSESSION OF WISDOM (KNOWLEDGE).

J10. Wisdom Acquired from Experience.
Edward feels he is 'A sadder and a wiser man'. W.564-565

J151. Wisdom from an Old Person.
Sensible advice from Mr. Morton. W.325

J200-1099. WISE AND UNWISE CONDUCT.

J440. Association of Old and Young.
Edward and the Baron. W.107-108

J652. Inattention to Warnings.
Edward ignores advice from Colonel Gardiner. W.126-127
J1160-1199. CLEVERNESS IN THE LAW COURT.

J1160. Clever Pleading/Legal Action.
Bailie Macwheeble’s performance. W.642

K. DECEPTIONS.

K100-299. DECEPTIVE BARGAINS.

K185. Deceptive Land Purchase.
Macwheeble tricks Inch-Grabbie into selling Tully-Veolan cheaply. W.641

K500-699. ESCAPE BY DECEPTION.

K521.4. Clothes Changed so as to Escape.
Edward changes his uniform for country clothes to escape to Ulswater. W.536

K527. Escape by Substituting Another Person.
Janet relates how Davie was substituted for the Baron. W.575

K649.7. Confederate in Disguise Helps Man Escape.
Donald Bean, disguised as a pedlar, effects Edward’s escape from Gilfillan. W.338-339

K1800-1899. DECEPTION BY DISGUISE OR ILLUSION.

K1810. Deception by Disguise.
Donald Bean, disguised as a pedlar, visits Dundee and ingratiates himself with the soldiers of Edward’s troop. W.462-463

K2100-2199. FALSE ACCUSATIONS.

K2114. Man Falsely Accused of Infidelity.
Fergus’s accusation of Edward. W.512-513

K2126.2. King’s Man Falsely Accused of Being in the Secret Service of Another King.
Major Melville accuses Edward. W.297
K2130. Trouble-makers.
Donald Bean Lean. W.378, W.464

K2200-2299. VILLAINS AND TRAITORS.

K2250. Treacherous Servant
Callum Beg shoots at Edward. W.510

K2300-2399. OTHER DECEPTIONS/STRATEGIES.

K2352. Women Spread Shawls to Entangle Enemy.
Luckie Macleary Throws her plaid over the swords of the Baron and Balmawhapple. W.94

L. REVERSAL OF FORTUNE.

L100-199. UNPROMISING HERO.

L100. Unpromising Hero.
Edward lacks drive and concentration. W.57

L114. Hero of Unpromising Habits.
Edward unused to society. W.26

L133. Unpromising Son Leaves Home and Goes into the World.
Edward joins his regiment. W.55

L400-499. PRIDE BROUGHT LOW.

L410. Proud Ruler/Chief Humbled.
Edward is appalled at the sight of Fergus in chains. W.612
M. ORDAINING THE FUTURE.

M100-199. VOWS AND OATHS.

M110. Taking of Vows and Oaths.
Edward gives his allegiance to the Prince. W.369-340

M113.1. Oath Taken Upon Sword.
Donald Bean sworn to silence on the edge of his dirk. W.552

M200-299. BARGAINS AND PROMISES.

Edward realises that he has deserted his men. W.419
Edward's moment of truth. W.423-424

M300-399. PROPHECIES.

M341.1. Death at a Certain Time.
Fergus's death is prophesied by the Bodach Glas. W.526.
The Bodach Glas beckons Fergus to his end. W.621
An aged Highlander prophesies the death of Colonel Gardiner. W.424

N. CHANCE AND FATE.

N100-299. THE WAYS OF LUCK AND FATE.

N101. Inexorable Fate.
Colonel Talbot comments on the justice of Fergus's fate. W.606-607

N300-309. UNLUCKY ACCIDENTS.

N347. Innocent Man Accidentally Suspected of Crime.
Edward faces the accusations of Major Melville. W.304

N380. Other Unlucky Accidents.
Edward's unfortunate confrontation with the blacksmith at Cairnwreckan. W.292
N440-499. VALUABLE SECRETS LEARNED.

N455. Overheard Human Conversation.
Edward overhears a young woman talking with old Janet. W.343-344.

Donald Bean Lean's significant nod. W.155-156.

N700-799. ACCIDENTAL ENCOUNTERS.

N738. Accidental Meeting of Nephew and Uncle.
Sir Edward Waverley meets the infant Edward. W.16

N800-899. HELPERS.

N825. Old Person as Helper.
Ancient Highlander cares for Edward. W.222
Hospitable reception and aid for Edward from elderly kinsman of Fergus. W.226
Edward once more in the care of an aged Highland Esclulapius. W.342-343

N285.3. Old Woman as Helper.
The nursing of Gilliewhackit W.163
Old Janet guards the Baron. W.570-571
Edward realises that Janet was his nurse in his previous illness. W.581

N831. Girl as Helper.
Alice prepares breakfast. W.160
Alice provides Edward with a mysterious packet of papers. W.347-348
Edward discovers that the true identity of his benefactress and deliverer from the custody of Gifted Cillillan is Rose Bradwardine. W.582-583

N854. Peasant/Farmer as Helper.
Jacob Jopson helps Edward to escape. W.535
P. SOCIETY.

PO-99. ROYALTY AND NOBILITY.

Devotion of the Mac-Ivors to the Stewart Kings. W.191-192
Fergus presses Edward to support the Stewart cause. W.241
Edward reflects upon the Stewart cause. W.266

P30. Princes.
The dignity and charm of Prince Charles. W.368
The Prince makes a gift to Edward. W.374
The Prince acts diplomatically. W.519-520

P200-299. THE FAMILY.

P233. Father and Son.
Richard Waverley pays scant attention to his son. W.24

P250. Brothers and Sisters
Sir Everard and Miss Rachel Waverley, 'the gentlest and kindest of the
votaries of celibacy'. W.15
Fergus and Flora Mac-Ivor. W.192-193

P251. Five.
Two Brothers as Contrasts.
Sir Everard and Richard Waverley. W.7-8
Davie Gellatley and his gifted brother. W.103

P273. Foster-Brother.
Fergus Mac-Ivor and Evan Dhu Maccombich. W.215

P273.1. Faithful Foster-Brother.
Evan Dhu Maccombich. W.620

P293. Uncle.
Sir Everard and Edward. W.7, W.17
P300-399. OTHER SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS.

P310. Friendship.
Sir Everard and the Baron of Bradwardine become friends. W.47-49
Edward learns of the friendship between Sir Everard and Colonel Talbot. W.447
Friendship of Flora Mac-Ivor and Rose Bradwardine. W.470
Fergus and the Mac-Ivors refer to Edward as a brother. W.396, W.413

P310.5. Defeated Enemy becomes True Friend.
Colonel Talbot warms to Edward. W.467

P320. Hospitality.
Edward's reception at Tully-Veolan. W.78, W.83
Hospitality in the cave of Donald Bean Lean. W.153-154
Hospitality at Glennaquoich. W.184-185
Hospitality in old Janet's hut. W.576
Bailie Macwheeble's hospitality. W.603

P400-499. TRADES AND PROFESSIONS.

P411.3. Wounded Hero finds Shelter and is Cured in Peasant's House.
Edward is sheltered and nursed in a Highland hut. W.341

P411.4. Hero Stays Overnight in Farmer's House, to which he Accidentally Comes, and where he gets Advice and Direction.
Edward takes overnight refuge with Farmer Jopson. W.535

P426. Clergyman.
Sterling qualities of Mr. Morton. W.292-293

P427.7.8. Poet Rewarded for Poem.
Fergus rewards his bard. W.188

Flora Mac-Ivor has been taught to play the harp by Rory Dall. W.205-206

P461. Soldier.
Colonel Talbot 'in every point the English soldier'. W.467-468
P500-599. **GOVERNMENT.**

**P552. Battle Formations.**
The eve of battle. W.422

**P552.3. Phalanx.**
Phalanx formed by each clan. W.430

**P552.4. War Machines.**
The Highlanders' iron gun. W.411

**P553. Weapons.**
Weapons of the leading men. W.409
Weapons of the peasants in the rear. W.410

**P555. Defeat in Battle.**
A Scottish victory. W.431, W.4:4
An English victory. W.529

P600-699. **CUSTOMS.**

**P600. Customs.**
Formal speech in epic language, followed by drinking of health of both parties as preliminaries to Highland bargaining. W.142-142
Edward learns of the custom of blackmail. W.134

**P634. Feasts.**
Caterans' feast in the King's Cavern. W.154
A Highland feast at Glennaquoich. W.183-185
A celebration feast at Tully-Veolan. W.644

**P681. Mourning Customs.**
Rose describes Highland mourning. W.135-136
Q. REWARDS AND PUNISHMENTS.

Q10-99. DEEDS REWARDED.

Q45. Hospitality Rewarded.
Edward rewards Farmer Jopson and the Williams family. W.558

Q100-199. NATURE OF REWARDS.

Q111. Riches as Reward.
Edward rewards old Janet. W.600

Q114.3. Sword as Reward.
The Prince rewards Edward with a gift of his own broadsword. W.374

Q200-399. DEEDS PUNISHED.

Q263. Lying Punished.
Fergus punishes Callum Beg. W.51-512

Q400-599. KINDS OF PUNISHMENT.

Q413. Punishment: Hanging.
Donald Bean Lean meets his end. W.551-553

Q421.1. Heads on Stakes.
Fergus and Evan Dhu. W.626-627

Q434.2. War Prisoners Fettered.
Fergus and Evan Dhu. W.618

R. CAPTIVES AND FUGITIVES.

R110. Rescue of Captive.
Edward is rescued from Gilfillan W.338-339
R300-399. **REFUGES AND RECAPTURE.**

R315. **Cave as Refuge.**
Donald Bean Lean's refuge - the King's Cavern. W.152-153, W.159
The Baron hides in a cave. W.530

S. **UNNATURAL CRUELTY.**

S0-99. **CRUEL RELATIVES.**

S22. **Parricide.**
Edward wonders if he is responsible for his father's death. W.542-543

S73.1. **Fratricide.**
Flora feels that she has murdered Fergus. W.614-615

T. **SEX.**

T0-99. **LOVE.**

T15. **Love at First Sight.**
Edward is overcome by Flora's beauty. W.204

T24. **The Symptoms of Love.**
An agitated Edward dreams of Flora. W.216
Edward is anxious to return to Flora. W.228

T34. **Lovers Meet at Social Gathering.**
Edward and Flora meet at Holyrood. W.396-397
Edward and Rose meet at the gatherings at Holyrood. W.484

T34.2. **Falling in Love while Playing Game/Reading Poetry.**
Rose falls in love with Edward. W.123

T75. **Man Scorned by his Beloved.**
Sir Everard and Lady Emily. W.13
Flora refuses Edward. W.255
T80. Tragic Love.
Edward learns of Wilibert of Waverley. W.27-28
Miss Lucy St. Aubin faithful to her dead lover. W.28-29

T92. Rivals in Love.
Sir Edward contrives the acceptance and promotion of his rival. W.13-14

T96. Lovers Reunited after Many Adventures.
The Baron and Edward rejoin Rose at the Duchran. W.603-604

T100-199. MARRIAGE.

T121. Unequal Marriage.
Steward marries his master's widow. W.81
Young spendthrift marries middle-aged widow. W.167

Edward's interest in Flora meets with Fergus's approval. W.243

T131.1.2.1. Girl Must (Wishes only to) Marry Father's Choice.
Rose is happy to marry the man of whom her father approves. W.601-602

T135. Wedding Ceremony.
Marriage of Edward and Rose. W.633

T136. Accompaniments of Wedding.
Wedding retinue. W.634

T200-299. MARRIED LIFE.

T252. The Overbearing Wife.
Mrs. Mucklewrath. W.288

T300. Celibacy.
Sir Everard and Miss Rachel Waverley. W.15

T311. Woman Averse to Marriage.
Flora is more interested in the Stewart cause than in marriage. W.255-256
T500-599. CONCEPTION AND BIRTH.

T570. Pregnancy.
Lady Emily's difficult pregnancy terminates in the death of her infant. W.491

V. RELIGION.

VO-99. RELIGIOUS SERVICES.

VO. Religious Services.
A Whig preaching service. W.271; The Baron conducts Evening Service for his troop. W.425

V20. Confession of Sins.
Fergus's confession on the eve of battle. Donald Bean Lean's confession exonerates Edward.

V60. Funeral Rites.
Rose describes some Highland funeral rites. W.135-136
Fergus provides for his coronet. W.390
Catholic priest administers the last rites to Fergus. W.621

V68. Preparations for Burial
Flora sews Fergus's shroud. W.615

V86. Sign of the Cross.
Fergus makes the sign of the cross to protect himself from the Bodach Glas. W.526

V300-399. RELIGIOUS BELIEFS.

V331.1. Conversion to Christianity through Miracle.
The sudden conversion of Colonel Gardiner. W.56

V350. Conflicts between Religions.
Edward suggests there will be no conflict should he and Flora marry. W.252
Gilfillan the Covenanter denounces the Presbyterians. W.333
Gilfillan denounces the Church of England. W.334
Conflict between Jacobites and Whigs described by Mrs. Mucklewrath. W.288-89
V450-499. RELIGIOUS ORDERS

V476. Warrior Retires into Monastery in his Old Days.
The Crusader, Wilibert of Wav'ryley. W.27-28

W. TRAITS OF CHARACTER.

WO-99. FAVOURABLE TRAITS OF CHARACTER.

Sir Everard's generosity to Colonel Talbot. W.445, W.446-447
Sir Everard's perpetual generosity to Edward culminates in a splendid
marriage settlement. W.630

W11.5. Generosity towards Enemy.
The Prince's generosity to Colonel Talbot. W.496
Colonel Talbot claims that his Prince has been equally generous to Edward.
W.596-597

W32. Bravery.
Bravery of Colonel Gardiner. W.433

W33. Heroism.
Heroic death of Fergus. W.624-625

W33.1. Badly Wounded Warrior Continues Fighting.
Colonel Gardiner fights to the end. W.433

W100-199. UNFAVOURABLE TRAITS OF CHARACTER.

The intrigues of Donald Bean Lean. W.464-465

Jealousy in the court of the Prince. W.472, W.475

W185. Violence of Temper.
Fergus's volatile temperament and violent rage. W.171, W.476
X. HUMOUR.

X800-899. HUMOUR BASED ON DRUNKENNESS.

X800. Humour Based on Drunkenness.
The scene at Luckie Macleary's change-house. W.89
D. MAGIC.

D10-99. TRANSFORMATION: MAN TO DIFFERENT MAN.

D94. Transformation: Man to Ogre.
The Harz Demon. A.236

D900-1299. KINDS OF MAGIC OBJECTS.

D1162.2. Magic Candle.
The Hand of Glory. A.218

D1171. Magic Vessel.
The Oldenburgh horn. A.309

D1271. Magic Fire.
The Harz Demon's fire. A.229-230

D1272. Magic Circle.
Dousterswivel's circle. A.280

D1273. Magic Formula.
Charm mentioned by Oldbuck. A.132
Spell for making butter. A.2:7
Various types of magic. A.313-319

D1300-1599. FUNCTION OF MAGIC OBJECTS.

D1314. Magic Object Indicates Desired Place.
Dousterswivel uses divining-rod. A.221

D1700-2199. MAGIC POWERS AND MANIFESTATIONS.

D1766.7. Magic Results from Lettering Powerful Name.
Dousterswivel engraves emblem of the moon. A.279
E. THE DEAD.

E300-399. FRIENDLY RETURN OF THE DEAD.

E366. Return from the Dead to Give Counsel.
Return of Oldbuck's ancestor. A.115

F. MARVELS.

F400-499. SPIRITS AND DEMONS.

F404. Means of Summoning Spirits.
Dousterswivel's method. A.280-281

F460.1. Appearance of Mountain-men.
Descriptions of the Harz demons. A.225, A.229

F460.4. Relation of Mountain-men and Human Beings.
Uncertain nature of the Harz Demon. A.225

F500-599. REMARKABLE PERSONS.

F531.1.6.3. Giants with Slaggy Hair on their Bodies.
Hairy appearance of the Harz Demon. A.229

F531.4.5. Giant's Enormous Weapon.
Uprooted tree used by Harz Demon to poke fire. A.229
Uprooted tree used by Harz Demon as staff. A.236

F531.6.2.1. Giants Live in Mountains or Caves.
The Harz Demon inhabits the Brockenberg. A.224-225

F531.6.5.2. Giants Large or Small at Will.
The Harz Demon changes in size. A.236

F531.6.8.4. Giants' Festivities.
Wedding Celebration. A.232

F556. Remarkable Voice.
Unnatural laughter of Harz Demon. A.232
F560. Unusual Manner of Life.
The life of the Blue-Gown, Edie Ochiltree. A.49, A.381, A.386
Lord Glenallan's gloomy existence. A.365-366

F561. People of Unusual Diet.
Lord Glenallan's meagre fare. A.459

F684.1. Marvellous Climber.
Lovel in cliff rescue. A.93

F700-899. EXTRAORDINARY PLACES AND THINGS.

F771.3.5. Underground House.
Cell beneath St. Ruth's. A.271

F781. Extraordinary Room.
Oldbuck's study. A.29
The haunted Green Room. A.119-121
Lord Glenallan's apartment. A.376

F821. Extraordinary Dress.
Edie Ochiltree's garb. A.43
Miss Griselda Oldbuck's apparel. A.64

F883. Extraordinary Writings.
Letter for Lovel. A.184
Search Number One. A.325
Legal letters brought by Edie. A.564

F900-1099. EXTRAORDINARY OCCURRENCES.

F931. Extraordinary Occurrence Connected with the Sea.
Extraordinary high tide on the right of the storm. A.87-88

Change in Lovel after receiving letter. A.199
The degeneration of Lord Glenallan. A.376-377
F1041.9.1.1. Man Keeps to his Bed, Mourning over Drowned Son.
The agony of Saunders Mucklebac'dt. A.419-420

F1041.11. Laughing and Crying at the Same Time.
Jenny Rintherout after Steenie's death. A.457

F1041.11.1. Laughter from Chagrin.
Sir Arthur on receipt of bad news. A.539-540

F1041.16. Extraordinary Physical Reaction to Anger.
Sir Arthur's reaction to mention of Dousterswivel's name. A.554

F1041.21. Reaction to Excessive Grief.
Maggie's distress at the death of Steenie. A.410, A.414

F1041.21.1. Illness from Excessive Grief.
Decline of Lord Glenallan. A.451

F1041.21.3. Refusal to Eat from Excessive Grief.
Saunders rejects his food. A.410

F1048. Extraordinary Escape from Drowning.
The cliff rescue. A.97-98
Rescue of Eveline Neville by Elspeth. A.439

G. OGRES.

G200-299. WITCHES.

G275.3. Witch Burned.
Dame Gertrude Trodden 'burnt for a witch'. A.227
Elspeth suggests that she should be burnt as a witch. A.436

G280. Witches -miscellaneous motifs.
Oldbuck's ancestor qualified as a white witch. A.116
Doubts about Elspeth and Ailisó Breck. A.356
H. TESTS.

H10-199. IDENTITY TESTS: RECOGNITION.

H79.3. Recognition by Voice.
Edie recognizes the voice of Francie Macraw. A.369

H82. Identifying Token Sent with Messenger.
Elspeth sends ring with Edie to Lord Glenallan. A.363

H82.3. Token between Lovers.
Ring - a love-token between Lord Glenallan and Eveline Neville. A.363

H94. Identification by Ring.
Lord Glenallan identifies the ring. A.377
He produces the ring to show Elspeth. A.424

H151. Attention Drawn and Recognition Follows.
Edie's attention is drawn to his old 'sneeshing-mull'. A.313

H300-499. MARRIAGE TESTS.

H335. Tasks Assigned to Suitors.
Bertha will only marry a man who can work her father's press. A.138

H1200-1399. TESTS OF PROWESS: QUESTS.

H1381.2. Quest for Unknown Father.
Lovel's searches for his father. A.594

H1381.6. Quest for Unknown Son.
Lord Glenallan's search. A.466-467

H1550-15669. TESTS OF CHARACTER.

H1561.2. Single Combat to Prove Valour.
Duel between Hector and Lovel. A.256
J. THE WISE AND THE FOOLISH.

J10-199. ACQUISITION AND POSSESSION OF WISDOM (KNOWLEDGE).

J151. Wisdom from Old Person.
Edie to Isabella. A.151
Oldbuck to Lovel. A.170
Elspeth to Lord Glenallan. A.434-435

J400-459. CHOICE OF ASSOCIATES.

J440. Association of Young and Old.
Lovel and Oldbuck. A.193, A.194
Elspeth and Lady Glenallan. A.427

J600-799. FORETHOUGHT.

J652. Inattention to Warnings.
Mary warns Hector. A.246, A.247
Oldbuck and Sir Arthur warn Hector and Lovel against the duel. A.249
Isabella warns Lovel against the duel. A.250
Oldbuck warns Lovel against the duel. A.251
Edie warns Hector and Lovel against the duel. A.264-265, A.266
Oldbuck repeatedly warns Sir Arthur about Dousterswivel. A.301

J1130-1199. CLEVERNESS IN THE LAW COURT.

J1160. Clever Pleading.
Oldbuck effects Edie's release. A.505, A.506-507
The doctrine of Oldbuck on the origin of imprisonment for civil debt in Scotland. A.512-514

J1180. Clever Means of Avoiding Legal Punishment.
Oldbuck instructs Hector in defence. A.552

J1650-1699. MISCELLANEOUS CLEVER ACTS.

J1661. Clever Deductions.
Oldbuck makes correct deductions about the 'Search'. A.576-577
K. DECEPTIONS.

K300-499. THEFTS AND CHEATS.

K440. Other Cheats.
Dousterswivel. A.285, A.341

K515. Escape by Hiding.
Edie hides Lovel after duel. A.267

K1200-1299. DECEPTION INTO HUMILIATING POSITION.

K1210. Humiliated or Baffle Lovers.
Jenny Caxon at the mercy of Mrs. Mailsetter. A.181-182
Eveline Neville and Lord Gerallin deceived by Elspeth and Lady Glenallan. A.433-434

K2100-2199. FALSE ACCUSATIONS.

K2127. False Accusation of Theft.
Edie is falsely accused of theft and 'murder' by Dousterswivel. A.346

K2130. Troublemakers.
Mrs. Mailsetter and her friends. A.87

K2200-2299. VILLAINS AND TRAITORS.

K2210. Treacherous Relatives.
Lady Glenallan plots to kill her son's true love. A.433
Lady Glenallan seeks to have her infant granson murdered. A.440
L. REVERSAL OF FORTUNE.

L100-199. UNPROMISING HERO.

L111. Bastard Hero.
Lovel is the hero of the cliff rescue. A.160-161

L400-499. PRIDE BROUGHT LOW.

L430. Arrogance Repaid.
Hector challenges Lovel to a duel in which he comes off worst. A.260, A.266
Sir Arthur's pride suffers a terrible blow. A.559

M. ORDAINING THE FUTURE.

M100-199. VOWS AND OATHS.

Vow made by Bertha. A.138

M161.3. Vow to Live and Die with the King/Chief.
The Cheynes' vow to the Glenalls. A.431, A.435

N. CHANCE AND FATE.

N100-299. THE WAYS OF LUCK AND FATE.

N101. Inexorable Fate.
The duel and its outcome. A.26;

N300-399. ACCIDENTS.

N365. Incest Unwittingly Committed.
Lord Glenallan has been tricked into believing that he unwittingly committed incest. A.435
N440-499. VALUABLE SECRETS LEARNED.

N455. Overheard (human) Conversation.
Conversation between Isabella and Lovel overheard by Edie. A.151
Sir Arthur and Dousterswivel secretly observed by Lovel and Edie. A.278
Dousterswivel overheard by Edie. A.323

Edie's knowing look alarms Dousterswivel. A.323

N500-599. TREASURE TROVE.

N511.1.1. Treasure Buried in Grave.
Treasure said to be buried in Malcolm Misticot's grave. A.317

N700-799. ACCIDENTAL ENCOUNTERS.

N731. Unexpected Meeting of Father and Son.
Lord Glenallan sees Lovel. A.591

N800-899. HELPERS.

N825. Old Person as Helper.
Edie helps Isabella and Sir Arthur on the cliff. A.88
Edie helps little Davie Mailsetter. A.190
Edie helps Lovel to escape. A.267
Edie buries Lovel's silver to help Sir Arthur. A.577
Edie goes to Tannonburgh to help Sir Arthur. A.549, A.561
P. SOCIETY.

P200-299. THE FAMILY.

P231. Mother and Son.
The unhappy relationship between Lady Glenallan and her son. A.356, A.384, A.384-385, A.449-450
Elspeth's authority over her son, Saunders Mucklebackit. A.420-421
Maggie's love for her son, Steerie. A.350
Maggie's grief at Steenie's death. A.414

P233. Father and Son.
Close relationship between Saunders Mucklebackit and Steenie. A.409, A.410
Lord Glenallan and his son, Lovel, united at last. A.595-96

P250. Brother and Sister.
Strong facial resemblance of Oldbuck to his sister, Griselda. A.64
Griselda's good understanding of her brother. A.296-297
Mary endeavors to restrain her brother, Hector. A.244-247, A.400
Mary intercedes for Hector. A.295, A.510
Mary is pleased when Hector is recognized by Lord Glenallan. A.485

P251.5. Two Brothers.
Differing characteristics of Jonathan Oldbuck and his elder brother. A.16-17, A.183
No communication between Lord Glenallan and his brother for more than twenty years. A.466
Rift between Lord Glenallan and his brother. A.467

P251.6.1. Three Brothers.
The three Waldeck brothers. A.226-227

P292. Grandmother.
Lady Glenallan, a frightful grandmother, plans the murder of her grandson. A.440

P293.1. Mother's Brother as Foster-father.
Oldbuck in charge of his niece and nephew. A.246
P300-399. OTHER SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS.

P310. Friendship.
Oldbuck invites his young friend, Lovel, to stay the night at Monkbarns. A.104-105
Oldbuck invites Lovel to make his home at Monkbarns for several months. A.203
Oldbuck extends friendly hospitality to Lord Glenallan. A.453

P320. Hospitality.
Oldbuck's dinner-party. A.63-81
The Mucklebackits' hospitable household. A.348-360
Oldbuck extends hospitality to Lord Glenallan. A.457-479
A joyous little party at Knockwinnock. A.568-572

P322.2. Guest under False Name.
Lovel apologizes for his false name. A.592

P361. Faithful Servant.
Sir Arthur's servant, Robert, does not want to desert the family. A.537

P400-499. TRADES AND PROFESSIONS.

P426.1. Parson.
Mr. Blattergowl. A.412

P461. Soldier.
Hector. A.239, A.588

P500-599. GOVERNMENT.

P556. Challenge to Battle.
Oldbuck prepares for the French attack. A.586
The town of Fairport prepares. A.587
Q. REWARDS AND PUNISHMENTS.

Q53. Reward for Rescue.
Isabella makes several unsuccessful attempts to reward Edie. A.147-148, A.149, A.150-151

Q240. Sexual Sins Punished.
Lord Glenallan, believing that he is guilty of incest, suffers terrible spiritual punishment. A.451

Q260. Deceptions Punished.
Dousterswivel is banished. A.531-5582

Q263. Lying (Perjury) Punished.
Elspeth's punishment. A.441-442

Q340. Meddling Punished.
Mrs. Mailsetter to lose her office. A.579

Q520. Penances.
Penance of Lord Glenallan. A.377

R. CAPTIVES AND FUGITIVES.

R0-99. CAPTIVITY.

R10.3. Child Abducted.
Lord Glenallan's child carried away. A.464

R41.3. Captivity in Dungeon.
Edie in prison. A.486

R100-199. RESCUES.

R110. Rescue of Captive.
Oldbuck rescues Edie. A.507
R161. Lover Rescues his Lady.
Lovel saves Isabella. A.99-100

R200-299. ESCAPES AND PURSUITS.

R211. Escape from Prison.
Eveline's escape from her guard. A.438

R220. Flights.
Lovel flees after duel. A.256-267
The flight of Lord Glenallan. A.450

R300-399. REFUGES AND RECAPTURE.

R315. Cave as Refuge.
Edie hides Lovel in his cave A.269-270

S. UNNATURAL CRUELTY.

S0-99. CRUEL RELATIVES.

S12. Cruel Mother.
Lady Glenallan seeks to arrange murder of her son's beloved. A.433
Lady Glenallan plans murder of her son's infant. A.440

T. SEX.

TO-99. LOVE.

T34. Lovers Meet at Social Gathering.
Lovel and Isabella meet at pleasure party. A.209

T35. Lovers' Rendezvous.
Lovel and Isabella meet beneath the Brierybank. A.151

T35.5. Lover Goes to See his Beloved in Her Father's House, Defiant of the Danger.
Lovel visits Knockwinnock Castle. A.154
T75. Man Scorned by His Beloved or Her Father.
Lovel is unacceptable to Sir Arthur because he believes him to be illegitimate. A.160
Oldbuck advises Hector that Isabella is not for him. A.573-574

T92. Rivals in Love.
Oldbuck and Lord Glenallan rivals for the hand of Eveline Neville. A.447-448
Lovel is displaced by Hector. A.240

T100-199. MARRIAGE.

T121. Unequal Marriage.
Elspeth and Simon Mucklebackit. A.517-518

T130. Marriage Customs.
The authority assumed by fishewives. A.350

T131.1.2. Father's Consent to Daughter's Marriage Necessary.
Isabella will not marry without Sir Arthur's consent. A.156

T136.4. Gifts at Wedding.
Oldbuck presents the wedding-ring. A.596

T400-499. ILLICIT SEXUAL RELATIONS.

T415.5. Brother-sister Marriage.
Lord Glenallan deceived into believing he has committed this sin. A.434
Believing that she has married her brother, Eveline commits suicide. A.438

V. RELIGION.

V0-99. RELIGIOUS SERVICES.

V20. Confession of Sins.
Elspeth confesses to Lord Glenallan. A.442
V65.4. Professional Mourning.
At Lady Glenallan's funeral. A.344
At Steenie's funeral. A.417

V65.4.1. Funeral Song Sun; Over Dead.
Catholic dirge for Lady Glenallan. A.342-343

V69. Funeral Rites.
Funeral customs of the Glenallan family. A.354
Catholic ritual. A.344
Refreshments before burial at Steenie's funeral. A.410, A.411
Absence of address by clergyman at Steenie's funeral. A.416
Oldbuck acts as Steenie's chief pallbearer. A.416-417
Elspeth's lyke-wake. A.528-529

V100-199. RELIGIOUS EDIFICES AND OBJECTS.

V111. Churches.
The ruins of St. Ruth's Priory. A.213
The interior of St. Ruth's. A.274-275

V200-299. SACRED PERSONS.

V226. Saints as Hermits.
Hermit's cave beneath St. Ruth's. A.269-270, A.270-271

V300-399. RELIGIOUS BELIEFS.

V350. Conflicts Between Religions.
Catholic and Protestant religions. A.367, A.380, A.468

V450-499. RELIGIOUS ORDERS.

V476. Warrior Retires into Monastery.
Malcolm Misticot becomes a monk. A.330
W. TRAITS OF CHARACTER.

WO-99. FAVOURABLE TRAITS OF CHARACTER.

Oldbuck's kindliness acknowledged by Saunders. A.445

W27. Gratitude.
Hector's gratitude to Edie. A.482

W32. Bravery.
Unexpected bravery displayed by Sir Hector. A.285-286

W100-199. UNFAVOURABLE TRAITS OF CHARACTER.

W137. Curiosity.
Insatiable curiosity of the gossips. A.181

W151. Greed.
The avarice of Martin Waldeck. A.234
The greed of Dousterswivel. A.335, A.337

W152. Stinginess.
Oldbuck enjoys fostering his own reputation for stinginess. A.21, A.183

Frightful jealousy of Lady Glenallan. A.431-432

W185. Violence of Temper
Hector. A.247
Dousterswivel. A.340
Lady Glenallan. A.430
Elspeth. A.432-433
Sir Arthur. A.536

Z. MISCELLANEOUS GROUPS OF MOTIFS.

Z100-199. SYMBOLISM.

Z191. Scorn by Throwing Gold into One's Eyes.
Hector throws a guinea at Sweepclean. A.561
THE PIRATE.

B. ANIMALS.

B9-99. MYTHICAL ANIMALS.

B11.4.1. Flying Dragon.
Dwarf flies off on dragon. P.467

B81. Mermaid.
Belief in mermaids strong in northern waters. P.23, P.292, P.344, P.514

B90. Other Mythical Animals.
The kraken still supposed to inhabit the Northern Ocean. P.23

B91.5. Sea-serpent.
Feared by sailors. P.23

D. MAGIC.

D0-699. TRANSFORMATION.

D471. Transformation: Object to Stone.
Money to stone. P.90

D800-1699. MAGIC OBJECTS.

D812.12. Magic Object Received from Dwarf.
Life-preserving gold chain received from King of the Dwarfs. P.71-72, P.514

D905. Magic Storm.
Storm attributed to Norna'aowers. P.495

D106.7.2. Magic Cap.
King Erick's cap. P.104

D1073. Magic Necklace.
Norna hangs a fairy chain with leaden heart around Minna's neck. P.444
D1252. Magic Metal.
Gold wrought by drows. P.11
Lead taken from ancestor's coffin. P.402

D1271. Magic Fire.
Kindled by Norna. P.438

D1275. Magic Song.
Various songs by Norna. P.36-89, P.373, P.438-439, P.440-441, P.441-444

D1171.2. Magic Cauldron.
Norna's cauldron. P.594

D1254.1. Magic Wand.
Norna's staff. P.464

D1273. Magic Formula.
Used by Norna to form leaden heart. P.439

D1541.0.2. Magic Song Controls Storm.
Norna believes her song can do this. P.153

D1552. Mountains or Rocks Open and Close.
Norna assures Cleveland that this is possible. P.595


D1711.7. King as Magician.
King Erick of Sweden. P.313

D1711.10.2. People of Sweden as Magicians.
King Erick. P.104

The Dwarfinie Stone. P.302-303
The high-seat of the prophetess. P.324
The Seat of Giervada. P.435
Norna's songs. P.86-89, P.4:8-439, P.440-441, P.441-444

D1791. Magic Power by Circumambulation.
Ritual observed by fishermen. P.397

D1810.1.3. Magic Knowledge from the Dead.
Norna longs to possess this. P.299

D1810.2. Magic Knowledge from the Devil.
A popular belief in Shetland. P.79
Baby suspects Norna of contact with the Devil. P.330

D1810.8.3. Warning in Dreams.
Minna's dream. A. P.292

D1812.3.3.8. Dream by Pregnant Woman about Fate of Unborn Child.
Dream by Mrs. Yellowley before the birth of Triptolemus. P.45

D1812.5.1. Bad Omens.
Bad omens in Shetland are many and various. P.71, P.394, P.463

D1812.5.1.2. Bad Dream as Evil Omen.
Brenda and Minna have ominous dreams. P.291-292

D1813. Magic Knowledge of Events in a Distant Place.
Norna foretells success of the fishing expedition. P.328

Norna restores sensible speech to Minna. P.442-443

D2071. Evil Eye.
Minna's illness attributed by some to an evil eye. P.381

Attributed to Norna. P.337-338

D2122. Journey with Magic Speed.
Norna appears to travel with magic speed. P.97
D2141.0.1. Storm from Calling on Evil Spirit.
Norna's call on evil spirits results in storm. P.301-302

D2142.0.1. Witch Controls Winds.
Norna is believed to control winds. P.338-339

D2142.2. Wind Stilled by Magic.
The storm at Harfra subsides as Norna recites charm. P.88

D2143.4. Fog produced by Magic.
Trolld disappears in vapour. P.304

E. THE DEAD.

E200-599. GHOSTS AND OTHER REVENANTS.

E377. Return from Dead to Teach the Living.
Norna wishes to summon ghost;; for this purpose. P.299

F. MARVELS.

F.400-499. SPIRITS AND DEMONS.

F404. Means of Summoning Spirits.
Norna calls upon spirits at the Dwarfie Stone. P.299-300
Norna summons Haims and Trolld with song. P.301
Spirit of the Circle of Stenlis summoned to witness engagement. P.355

F405. Means of Combating Spirits.
Norna appeases the spirit of the winds with song and tearing of hair. P.440-441

Claud Halcro's interpretation of their dress. P.238-239

Norna's description of Trolld. P.302-303
Appearance of Norna's dwarf, Nick Strumpfer. P.427
F451.3.4.2.  Dwarfs as Smiths.
Gold chain made by dwarfs.  ' .151

F451.4.1.  Dwarfs Live Under the Ground.
Nick Strumpfer emerges from underground.  P.599-600

The Dwarfie Stone.  P.298-299

F451.5.1.5.  Money or Treasure Given by Dwarfs.
Chain of gold a present from the dwarfs.  P.514

F451.5.2.2.  Dwarfs Steal from Mortals.
Triptolemus surprises dwarf stealing his treasure.  P.466

F451.8.2.2.  Proper Names for Dwarfs.
'Trolld, a dwarf famous in the northern sagas.'  P.299

F491.  Will o' the Wisp (Corpse Lights).
Claud Halcro sees corpse-lights dancing.  P.374

F500-599.  REMARKABLE PERSONS.

F531.  Giant.
The giant in legends of the north.  P.22

F531.1.  Gold Hair or Hair Like Gold.
Brenda's hair tinged with gold.  P.29

F560.  Unusual Manner of Life.
Basil Mertoun's way of life.  P.12, P.20
Norna believed to lead a supernatural life.  P.79

F600-699.  PERSONS WITH EXTRAORDINARY POWERS.

F610.3.  Warrior of Special Strength (Berserk).
Swertha describes the Berserks.  P.18
Basil Mertoun likened to a Berserk.  P.18
F684.1. Marvellous Climber.
Mordaunt. P.73, P.151

F700-899. EXTRAORDINARY PLACES AND THINGS.

F771. Extraordinary Castle (House, Palace).
Norna's dwelling - a Pictish broch. P.422, P.423

F771.4.3. Abandoned Castle (House).
Jarlshof. P.2-3

F775. Extraordinary Tent.
Tent of the sibyl. P.324

F781. Extraordinary Rooms.
Magnus's apartments. P.182
Norna's apartment. P.432

F821. Extraordinary Dress.
Norna's garments. P.77-78

F842. Extraordinary Bridge.
Bridge to Norna's abode. P.426

F866.2. Gigantic Cup.
The Bicker of Saint Magnus. P.561
The Jolly Mariner of Canton. P.209
The Mickle Bicker of Scarpa. P.562

F873.0.1. Battle Rage.
Berserks. P.18

F900-1099. EXTRAORDINARY OCCURRENCES.

F910. Extraordinary Swallowings.
Nick Strumpfer indicates he was swallowed Triptolemus's treasure. P.473
F1041.11.2. Man (Woman) Turns Pale, Red, Blue, etc. from Emotion or Strain.
Baby's nose changes from red to blue with fear. P.64
Brenda blushes violently. P.184

F1041.21. Illness from Excessive Grief.
Minna's dreadful grief. P40f

F1041.21.7. Swooning from Excessive Grief.
Norna swoons, believing she is a murderess. P.643-644

Norna helps Cleveland to escape by means of secret passage. P.593

F1088.3. Extraordinary Escape from Drowning.
Mordaunt manages to save Cleveland. P.109

G. Ogres.

G200-299. Witches.

G225. Witch's Familiar Spirit.
Widespread belief that Norna's dumb dwarf is a familiar spirit. P.451
Probable reason for Norna's seal. P.432

G229.4. Invulnerability of Witches.
Tronda believes that Norna is invulnerable. P.75

G242. Witch Flies Through Air.
Norna is reputed to do this. P.84

Provost Torfe suspects that Norna does this. P.589

Woman takes precaution against Norna. P.594

G283. Witches have Control over the Weather.
Norna is believed to control the weather. P.495, P.594
H  TESTS.

H0-199.  IDENTITY TESTS: RECOGNITION.

H120.  Identification by Token.
Norna identifies Cleveland as her son through the silver box.  P.643

H151.  Attention Drawn and Recognition Follows.
A disguised Brenda captures Mordaunt's attention.  P.243

H530-899.  RIDDLES.

H595.  Enigmatic Welcome of Host.
Magnus's strange welcome to Mordaunt.  P.181

J.  THE WISE AND THE FOOLISH.

JO-199.  ACQUISITION AND POSSESSION OF WISDOM.

J151.  Wisdom from Old Person.
Norna advises Mordaunt.  P.17,159

J200-1099.  WISE AND UNWISE CONDUCT.

J652.  Inattention to Warnings.
Mordaunt pays no attention to the un-Christian warnings of Bryce Snailsfoot about the danger of rescuing Cleveland.  P.113
Magnus disregards Norna's warning.  P.158
K. DECEPTIONS.

K300-499. THEFTS AND CHEATS.

K300. Thefts and Cheats.
Bryce Snailsfoot is proposing to sell Cleveland's possessions. P.493

K401. Blame for Theft Fastened on Dupe.
Bryce implicates Swertha. P.501-502

K500-699. ESCAPE BY DECEPTION.

K515. Escape by Hiding.
Norna hides Cleveland. P.'95

K521.4.1. Disguise in Clothes of Other Sex so as to Escape.
Minna suggests this to Cleveland. P.584

K625.2. Escape by Making the Watchmen Drunk.
Minna gives drink to Cleveland's guards. P.584

K640. Escape by Help of Confederate.
Bunce rescues Cleveland. P.508

K649. Escape by Help of Temporary Confederate.
It suits Goffe to allow Tr.:ptolemus to escape. P.550

K1200-1299. DECEPTION INTO HUMILIATING POSITION.

K1210. Humiliated or Betrayed Lovers.
Norna traps Minna and Cleveland in the cathedral in order to part them forever. P.585-586

K1300-1399. SEDUCTION OR DECEPTIVE MARRIAGE.

K1300. Seduction.
Norna is seduced by Vaughan. P.306
K1800-1899. DECEPTION BY DISGUISE OR ILLUSION.

K1831.1. Shipwrecked Man calls Himself by False Name.
Cleveland hides the fact that he is a pirate. P.361

K2100-2199. FALSE ACCUSATIONS.

K2100. Slander.
Cleveland claims that it is Bryce Snailsfoot, and not he, who has slandered Mordaunt. P.596

K2130. Troublemakers.
Bryce Snailsfoot. P.158

K2200-2299. VILLAINS AND TRAITORS.

K2220. Treacherous Rival.
Cleveland's rival, Goffe, is capable of treachery. P.493

L. REVERSAL OF FORTUNE.

L100-199. UNPROMISING HERO.

L113. Hero of Unpromising Occupation.
Mordaunt sees himself as a poor rival for Cleveland. P.157-158

L400-499. PRIDE BROUGHT LOW.

L410. Proud Person Humbled.
Cleveland is taken prisoner P.507
M. ORDAINING THE FUTURE.

M100-199. VOWS AND OATHS

M114. Oath Taken on Sacred Object.
Minna proposes to bind herself to Cleveland by the Promise of Odin. P.354, P355
Norna and Vaughan clasped hands within the circle of Odin. P.515

M146. Vow to Marry a Certain Woman.
Mordaunt vows to marry Brenna. P.516

M168. Vow not to Devastate the Country or Take Revenge after Release.
Cleveland promises the provost. P.539

M300-399. PROPHECIES.

M301.2. Old Woman, 'völva', as Prophet.
An ancient Norse custom. P.324

M302.7. Prophecy Through Dreams.
Minna has a prophetic dream. P.292

M312.0.4. Mother's Symbolic Dream about the Greatness of her Unborn Child.
Mrs. Yellowley's remarkable dream before the birth of Triptolemus. P.45

M343. Parricide Prophecy
Made by Trolld the Dwarf to Norna. P.304
N. CHANCE AND FATE.

N100-299. THE WAYS OF LUCK AND FATE.

N101. Inexorable Fate.
Man dies in spite of wife's precautions for his safety. P.394
Mertoun declares that it is useless to try to escape fate. P.406

N134.1. Persons Bring Bad Luck.
Belief that a person saved from drowning will bring bad luck to his rescuer. P.160-161

N300-399. UNLUCKY ACCIDENTS.

N380. Other Unlucky Accidents.
Cleveland, rescued by his pirate band, is obliged to resume his association with them. P.508-509

N440-499. VALUABLE SECRETS LEARNED.

N455. Overheard Human Conversation.
Minna hears Cleveland and Mordaunt arguing beneath her window. P.370

N500-599. TREASURE TROVE.

N511.1. Treasure Buried in Graves.
Old Norse custom. P.124

N600-699. OTHER LUCKY ACCIDENTS.

N630. Accidental Acquisition of Treasure or Money.
Triptolemus's happy discovery at Harfra. P.465

N700-799. ACCIDENTAL ENCOUNTERS.

N731. Unexpected Meeting of Father and Son.
Extraordinary arrival at Kirkwall of Basil Mertoun in order to save his son. P.647
N733. Accidental Meeting of Brothers.
Mordaunt descends the cliff to save Cleveland. P.111-112

N733.2. Brother almost Kills Half-brother in Fight.
Cleveland injures Mordaunt badly in struggle beneath Minna's window. P.494

N762. Person Accidentally Met Unexpectedly Knows the Other's Name.
Bunce most unexpectedly knows Claud Halcro. P.568

N800-899. HELPERS.

N825. Old Person as Helper
Concerned for Minna, Claud Halcro goes to Norna. P.474

N825.3. Old Woman as Helper.
Euphane Fee ministers to Brenda. P.309-310
Swerthra tries to help Mordaunt by making his father aware of his absence. P.385-386
Norna heals Minna's mind. P.446
Norna heals Mordaunt's wounds. P.510

P. SOCIETY.

P200-299. THE FAMILY.

P233. Father and Son.
Strange attitude of Basil Mertoun towards his son. P.102

P233.2. Young Hero Rebukes by his Father.
Mertoun advises Mordaunt not to go to Burgh-Westra. P.163

P233.4. Natural Son Preferred to Legitimate.
Mertoun prefers Cleveland to Mordaunt. P.642

P233.6. Son Avenges Father.
Cleveland avenges Mertoun. P.360
P250. Brother and Sister.
Triptolemus and Baby. P.48, P.56

P251.5.3. Hostile Brothers.
Although unaware of their relationship, Cleveland and Mordaunt are hostile to each other. P.210, P.347

P252.1. Two Sisters.
Mina and Brenda. P.27
Mina and Brenda resemble Snow-White and Rose-Red. P.27

P300-399. OTHER SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS.

P320. Hospitality.
Characteristic hospitality of Shetlanders. P.4
Hospitality expected by the natural inhabitants. P.65

P320.1. Hospitality for a Whole Winter.
Magnus Troil extends prolonged hospitality to Cleveland. P.138

P322.2. Guest in Disguise.
Cleveland disguises the fact that he is a pirate. P.349

P324.1. Host Treats Guests with Food and Everything Possible.
Magnus's profuse hospitality. P.199

P400-499. TRADES AND PROFESSIONS.

P427.7. Poet.
Claud Halcro. P.195

P428. Musician.
Claud Halcro. P.146
Triptolemus's comments on Falcro's music. P.469-470
P500-599. GOVERNMENT.

Orkney and Shetland under the control of Earl of Morton. P.57
Laws of Earl Patrick regarding flotsam and jetsam. P.124
Jurisdiction of the Ranzelmann. P.126
Large whales the property of the Lord Chamberlain. P.261
Laws against packing and peeling. P.580

P533. Feudal Tribute.
Duties exacted in Shetland. P.15

P551. Army.
The local militia. P.577

Q. REWARDS AND PUNISHMENTS.

Q10-99. DEEDS REWARDED.

Q53. Reward for Rescue.
Cleveland rewards Mordaunt with fowling-piece. P.129
Mordaunt's doubts about accepting reward. P.136

Q151. Life Spared as Reward.
Cleveland's life is spared. P.648

Q200-399. DEEDS PUNISHED.

Q240. Sexual Sins Punished.
Norna sees her father's death as punishment for her guilty passion. P.305-306

Q400-599. KINDS OF PUNISHMENT.

Q413. Punishment: Hanging.
Goffe and his companions. P.649
Q414.0.10. Burning for Witchcraft.
Witches not burned in Shetland. P.78
Baby predicts burning for Norna. P.84

Q431. Punishment: Banishment.
Cleveland is marooned by pirate crew on Coffin-key. P.357
Norna banishes Cleveland from Minna's presence. P.586

Q433. Punishment: Imprisonment.
Cleveland is imprisoned in the King's Castle. P.581
Mordaunt imprisons Cleveland in the House of Stennis. P.629

Cleveland threatens Bryce Snailsfoot with this punishment for mentioning Minna's name. P.503
Bunce suggests this punishment for Magnus Troil. P.567

Q522. Self-torture as Penance.
Penance of Basil Merton. P.642

R. CAPTIVES AND FUGITIVES.

RO-99. CAPTIVITY.
Capture of Magnus's brig by the pirates. P.556, P557

R75. Surrendering.
Cleveland throws away his weapons. P.629

R100-199. RESCUES.

R138. Rescue from Shipwreck.
Rescue of Cleveland. P.111-112

R155. Brother Rescues Brother.
Mordaunt rescues Cleveland. P.111-112
Cleveland rescues Mordaunt. P.226-227
R161. Lover Rescues his Lady.
Mordaunt rescues Brenda from Bunce. P.627-628
Cleveland rescues Minna from Derrick. P.628-629

R200-299. ESCAPES AND PURSUITS.

R211. Escape from Prison.
Norna brings about Cleveland's escape. P.592-593

S. UNNATURAL CRUELTY.

S0-99. CRUEL RELATIVES.

S22. Parricide.
Norna believes that she is guilty of parricide. P.507, P.520

S100-199. REVOLTING MURDERS OR MUTILATIONS.

S163. Mutilation: Cutting or Tearing out Tongue.
Nick Strumpfer may have suffered this. P.428

S200-299. CRUEL SACRIFICES.

Norna tells of sacrifices to Odin. P.298

T. SEX.

T0-99. LOVE.

T35. Lovers' Rendezvous
Mordaunt and Brenda. P.243
Vaughan and Norna. P.307
Cleveland and Minna. P.341
Last meeting of Minna and Cleveland. P.625
T75. Man Scorned by his Beloved's Father.
Coldness and scorn of Magnus to Merdaunt. P.365
Magnus spurns Cleveland. P.603

T91. Unequals in Love.
Cleveland expresses fears of his unsuitability to Minna. P.349
Difference of situation between Mordaunt and Brenda. P.515

T92. Rivals in Love.
Norna causes Cleveland to regard Mordaunt as a rival for Minna. P.517-518

T97. Father Opposed to Daughter's Marriage.
Erland opposed to marriage of Norna and Vaughan. P.306
Magnus slow to accept marriage of Mordaunt and Brenda. P.654

T200-299. MARRIED LIFE.

T210. Faithfulness in Marriage.
Brenda and Mordaunt. P.655
Magnus faithful to memory of his long-dead wife. P.28, P.418

T230. Faithlessness in Marriage.
Louisa Gonzago proved faithless. P.641

V. RELIGION.

VO-99. RELIGIOUS SERVICES.

V1.6.4.1. Sacred Stones
The Dwarflie Stone. P.298
The Stones of Stennis. P.355, P.624
The Circle of Odin. P.5.5

Referred to by Norna. P.298

V11.5. Sacrifice to Wind.
Norna's song and handful of hair. P.441
Norse kings and warriors. P.124, P.298

V67.3. Treasure Buried with the Dead.
Old Norse custom. P.124

V86. Sign of the Cross.
Made by Norna. P.76
Woman signs herself at sight of Norna. P.594

V100-199. RELIGIOUS EDIFICES AND OBJECTS.

V111. Churches.
Church of Saint Ninian. P.396-397
Cathedral of Saint Magnus at Kirkwall. P.582-583

V200-299. SACRED PERSONS.

V220. Saints.
Saint John the Baptist. P.143, P.158, P.383
Saint Magnus the Martyr. P.337, P.455, P.561
Saint Ninian (known also as Saint Ringan). P.64, P.392, P.396
Saint Olaf. R.303, P.483
Saint Ronald (known also as Saint Ronan). P.39, P.76, P.457, P.463

V300-399. RELIGIOUS BELIEFS.

V331. Conversion to Christianity.
Norna turns to her Bible P.653

V331.2. Conversion to Christianity on Pain of Death.
Christianity enforced by Olaf. P.484

V3350. Conflict Between Religious Denominations.
Conflict between Catholic and Protestant religions. P.396-397

V450-499. RELIGIOUS ORDERS.

V476. Warrior (Pirate) Retires into Monastery in his Old Days.
Basil Mertoun believed to have entered foreign convent. P.651
W. TRAITS OF CHARACTER.

W0-99. FAVOURABLE TRAITS OF CHARACTER.

Unfailing good nature of Claud Halcro. P.474

W12. Hospitality as a Virtue.
Hospitality a northern characteristic. P.77

W27. Gratitude.
Magnus expresses his gratitude to Mordaunt. P.630

W32. Bravery.
Gallant courage of Clevelanl. P.656

W100-199. UNFAVOURABLE TRAITS OF CHARACTER.

W151. Greed.
Bryce Snailsfoot. P.92, P.158

W152. Stinginess.
Baby has been forced into awful economies. P.56, P.61

W185. Violence of Temper.
Basil Mertoun's passionate outburst. P.16
Baby's violent course. P.13
Minna accuses Cleveland of violence towards Mordaunt. P.345
Cleveland admits the violence of his temper. P.493

X. HUMOUR.

X800. Humour Based on Drunkenness.
Magnus and Triptolemus. P.222, P.253, P.254